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Self‐assembly in colloid science provides model systems to understand phase behavior and structure formation reminiscent of atomic crystals.[1](#anie201911795-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} In the recent decade, much effort has been devoted to patchy colloidal molecules with surface‐anisotropic or shape‐anisotropic interaction patterns to increase structural complexity.[2](#anie201911795-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} Janus particles with broken symmetry stick out as a unique particle class as they allow directionality to be encoded into self‐assemblies and to realize applications in interface stabilization, for self‐propelling objects or as highly precise biosensors.[3](#anie201911795-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} Concurrently, the assembly interactions have been diversified towards the inclusion of sophisticated supramolecular interactions as these allow advanced switchability or self‐sorting in multicomponent systems.[4](#anie201911795-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} Despite such progress, clear frontiers exist in understanding how molecule‐like interactions translate to larger systems and to which extent orientation, directionality and cooperativity in surface‐confined molecular interactions play a role for structure formation.[5](#anie201911795-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} Promoting a fundamental understanding of how supramolecular interactions and multivalency guide nanoparticle assembly relies on having monodisperse objects with the highest control over patch size and the density of functionalization.

Despite progress in the fabrication of anisotropic particles, such as block‐copolymer self‐assembly, microfluidics, lithography, or phase separation,[3](#anie201911795-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} the ultimate precision of patch generation with nanometer resolution and molecularly programmed multivalency still remains a considerable challenge. 3D DNA origami has been emerging as a method for the preparation of arbitrarily shaped, truly monodisperse and addressable all‐DNA nanoparticles.[6](#anie201911795-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} It has been employed for the generation of intricate single objects,[7](#anie201911795-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} plasmonic structures,[8](#anie201911795-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} enzyme complexes,[9](#anie201911795-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} and hierarchical self‐assembly into higher ordered structures.[10](#anie201911795-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} Reports of using 3D DNA origami as patchy nanoobjects for supracolloidal assembly[11](#anie201911795-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}---a topic of current interest in the colloid and nanoparticle field[4d](#anie201911795-bib-0004d){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#anie201911795-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}---mainly employ DNA‐mediated interactions[13](#anie201911795-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} to organize 3D DNA origami structures in a hierarchical fashion. Although DNA interactions are highly programmable, the implementation of non‐DNA interactions is important to broaden response profiles and to provide a means for preparing orthogonal switches.

We identify that at the interface of precision nanoparticle synthesis, supramolecular interactions, and colloidal self‐assembly, 3D DNA origami nanoparticles are ideal to understand how supramolecular interactions manifest their multivalent binding in colloidal self‐assembly, because the amount of interacting strands and the patch size are programmable through the structural design. Herein, we demonstrate the use of patchy 3D DNA origami structures as colloidal patchy nanoparticles with Janus character, and describe in detail how the precise arrangement of supramolecular host/guest interactions can be used to achieve supraparticular self‐assembly into 1D fibrils harnessing cooperative multivalency. This work thus builds a bridge and promotes mutual understanding for the fields of DNA nanoscience, colloid/nanoparticle science and supramolecular interactions.

As the monodisperse nanoparticle, we employ a bivalent 3D DNA origami cuboid.[10c](#anie201911795-bib-0010c){ref-type="ref"} It is folded from a m13mp18 cyclic scaffold ssDNA and a 5‐fold excess of ssDNA staple strands in a temperature ramp and purified by membrane spin‐filtration to remove excess staple strands (Figure [1](#anie201911795-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} a). The cuboid consists of 72 double helices aligned in a honeycomb lattice with the two patches bearing ssDNA docking strands, which can be functionalized with supramolecular units that are appended to ssDNA sequences. Both sides can be orthogonally addressed to lead to a Janus cuboid with divalent character, whereby one patch houses the guest units, while the other side houses the host units.

![Overview of host/guest functionalized bivalent 3D DNA origami cuboids. a) Preparation of 3D DNA origami cuboids and subsequent functionalization by addition of adamantane (Adm) or beta‐cyclodextrin (βCD) ssDNA. b) Supramolecular interaction is facilitated by perfect alignment of patch geometry and four different densities are implemented. c) Adm and βCD functionalities are attached to ssDNA strands complementary to one patch on the cuboid. d) Concentration‐dependent binding of Adm/βCD inclusion complexes. Typical 3D DNA origami concentrations are indicated. e) Folding and functionalization of the cuboids visualized by agarose gel electrophoresis.](ANIE-59-5515-g001){#anie201911795-fig-0001}

The host/guest interactions are located on both ends of the same duplexes running through the origami lattice, which allows for a perfect alignment of the interactions once two origami patches approach each other. We designed four cuboids with different numbers of docking strands (9, 18, 27, 36; Figure [1](#anie201911795-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} b). This can be achieved by adding the appropriate docking strands during the folding, to assure that indeed only a certain valency is generated. The remaining duplexes of the origami were passivated with T~9~ overhangs to avoid unspecific aggregation. Later, we will also turn to supracolloidal copolymerization by functionalization of two batches of origami with the host and guest motifs located at both patches of the individual origami, resulting in a system wherein A~2~ and B~2~ assemble into A~2~B~2~ heterofibrils. The tunability in valency is a unique advantage of 3D DNA Origami structures over any other nanoparticle structure, as it allows to precisely engineer the amount of supramolecular units at both faces. Thereby details about multivalency effects are accessible. As the supramolecular, non‐DNA based‐interaction we chose adamantane (Adm) and beta‐cyclodextrin (βCD) inclusion complexation (Figure [1](#anie201911795-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} c). Although this interaction is relatively strong with respect to most βCD interactions,[14](#anie201911795-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} it has not been considered so far in the DNA origami field due to a perceived mismatch of association constant, *K* ~a~, and typical origami concentrations. The average *K* ~a~ of Adm/βCD is around 5×10^4^  [m]{.smallcaps} ^−1^.[15](#anie201911795-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} By calculating the binding isotherm, it can be estimated that a concentration in the millimolar range is needed for efficient 1:1 binding in solution, that is, having complex formation greater than 80 % (Figure [1](#anie201911795-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} d).[16](#anie201911795-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} In contrast, typical 3D DNA origami nanoparticle concentrations are only in the n[m]{.smallcaps} to μ[m]{.smallcaps} regime and we employ a concentration of 20 n[m]{.smallcaps}. Depending on the valency of the cuboid (9, 18, 27, 36), the total concentration of Adm and βCD units is still only at a maximum of around 1 μ[m]{.smallcaps}, hence a factor of 10^3^ lower than needed for a greater than 80 % binding. We however hypothesized that the multivalency, arising from placing the interacting motifs into close proximity at a patch may facilitate chelate cooperativity, greatly supporting robust supracolloidal fibril formation.[17](#anie201911795-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}

The Adm and βCD end‐functionalized ssDNA strands (*T* ~m~=45 °C) were prepared by amide coupling and copper‐free click reactions, respectively, and purified by HPLC. The functional ssDNA strands were usually employed in a two‐fold excess to ensure complete saturation of the docking strands on the patches. The successful preparation and functionalization of the cuboids can be confirmed by agarose gel electrophoresis (AGE). The more compact nature of the folded cuboid is visible by its increased electrophoretic mobility (Figure [1](#anie201911795-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} e, lane 2) compared to the cyclic scaffold strand (Figure [1](#anie201911795-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} e, lane 1). Only insignificant differences in migration are observed for the cuboids carrying different docking strand densities (Figure [1](#anie201911795-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} e, lanes 3--6). However, once one patch is functionalized, for instance with ssDNA‐βCD, significantly lower electrophoretic mobility is observed with increasing degree of functionalization as a result of the lower charge‐to‐mass ratio (Figure [1](#anie201911795-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} e, lane 7--9).

Next, we turn to the analysis of the supracolloidal polymerization. In the absence of Adm‐ssDNA and βCD‐ssDNA most of the docking‐strand‐modified cuboids are in monomeric form (Figure [2](#anie201911795-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} a). Statistical analysis of TEM images gives an average degree of polymerization (*X̄~n~*) of 1.1--1.2 for the four different cuboids (9, 18, 27, 36), corresponding to a unimer fraction of greater than 80 %. Addition of the host and guest ssDNA strands triggers the supramolecular polymerization and the *X̄~n~* increases with the number of connector positions, hence the multivalency available on the cuboids (Figure [2](#anie201911795-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} b). The distribution of species broadens at higher *X̄~n~* with a maximum *X̄~n~* of 12 for 36‐host/guest functionalized origami (36‐HG) after 1 h. Almost no monomeric cuboids are visible in TEM and longer chains are the predominant species. This corroborates the AGE (Figure [1](#anie201911795-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} e, lane 10) and clearly shows that long nanofibrils with micrometer length can be formed. Hence, the multivalency at the patches leads to effective binding, even at a low total concentration of cuboids (Figure [1](#anie201911795-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} d). Robust fibril formation (that is, the formation of fibrils occurs with the same precision (regarding time, artifacts, length of fibrils) also in the presence of competing binding partners in solution) also occurs in the presence of an excess of the functionalization strands versus the docking strands on the cuboid and the *X̄~n~* does not change significantly for all four connector numbers (Figure [2](#anie201911795-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} c), which demonstrates the high cooperativity resulting from the spatially organized multivalent interactions. Only the addition of a high excess of a single partner, that is, the guest molecules, breaks the fibrils formed into monomeric species again (Figure [2](#anie201911795-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} d).

![Supracolloidal polymerization based on multivalent host/guest binding. Origami concentration is 20 n[m]{.smallcaps}. a) Unfunctionalized docking‐strand modified cuboids are predominantly in monomeric form. Inset: 18‐docking‐strand cuboid. Scale bar 100 nm. b) Number fraction of species (abundance) in percent for the four HG densities. The *X̄~n~* of host/guest cuboid increases together with the number of HG‐units attached. Distribution of species obtained from statistical analysis of clearly visible species in negatively stained TEM. Curves show a normal distribution function. c) The *X̄~n~* as a function of the equivalents of ssDNA‐HG added to the solution. d) Addition of PEGylated‐adamantane in high concentration breaks fibrils into monomeric species. e) Negatively stained TEM images after 1 h assembly time. Scale bars 500 nm. Insets show neatly aligned origami fibrils. Inset scale bars 100 nm.](ANIE-59-5515-g002){#anie201911795-fig-0002}

More insights into the cooperativity of the multivalent binding can be obtained by estimating the colloidal‐level binding constants *K* ~a~ between two origami structures as a function of the connector strand density using image analysis as introduced by Turberfield and co‐workers.[18](#anie201911795-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} Indeed, the *K* ~a~ constant scales non‐linearly as a function of the connector strand density and lies orders of magnitude above the monovalent, molecular‐level host/guest interactions present on the origami structures (ca. 5×10^4^  [m]{.smallcaps} ^−1^; Table [1](#anie201911795-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}, Figure S3). Interestingly, when recalculating the *K* ~a~ constant by the number of connectors, it becomes clear that the individual binding units are enhanced by 3--4 orders of magnitude and that the binding is over proportionally strengthened when increasing the number of connector strands.

###### 

*K* ~a~ between two origami structures estimated as a function of multivalency.

  Origami valency   *K* ~a~ \[M^−1^\]   *K* ~a~/connector number
  ----------------- ------------------- --------------------------
  9                 2.4×10^8^           2.7×10^7^
  18                1.6×10^9^           8.9×10^7^
  27                1.2×10^10^          4.4×10^8^
  36                2.6×10^10^          7.2×10^8^
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The dynamic supramolecular nature of the interaction also facilitates the assembly of neatly aligned cuboids (Figure [2](#anie201911795-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} e). Owing to the intrinsic stoichiometry match in Janus cuboids bearing the host and guest motifs on opposite sides, there are no stoichiometry problems for the assembly, which after all is reminiscent of a step‐growth polymerization. Since the supracolloidal polymerization is triggered once both Adm‐ssDNA and βCD‐ssDNA are added to the cuboid solution, we also investigated the temporal development of the nanofibril length, *X̄~n~* for the four functionalization densities at four times (10 min, 1 h, 16 h, 48 h) by ex situ TEM. *X̄~n~* increases for all the systems with time, nearly doubling between 10 min to 2 days (Figure [3](#anie201911795-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} a). Higher functionalization densities result in a faster assembly especially in the beginning. Already after 10 min the *X̄~n~* of the 36‐HG origami is almost four‐times higher than the one of 9‐HG origami and after two days supramolecular fibrils with a *X̄~n~* of 15 and up to 48 repeats form for the 36‐HG origami.

![Temporal development of the fibril length depending on the functionalization degree. Origami concentration is 20 n[m]{.smallcaps}. a) Temporal evolution of *X̄~n~* for the 4 different host/guest origami. b) Number fraction of species (abundance) in percent for 18‐HG origami in dependence of the assembly time. c) TEM images for 18‐HG origami cuboids after the indicated times. Scale bars 250 nm.](ANIE-59-5515-g003){#anie201911795-fig-0003}

Since the concentration of the cuboids is constant in all samples, the faster reaction kinetics indicates more effective collisions leading to assembly at high functionalization densities, while lower functionalization densities behave in a more dynamic way with less effective collisions and the ability for dissociation. Overall it is evident again that larger functionalization degrees lead to a faster assembly into long nanofibrils.

DNA assemblies are generally sensitive towards salinity because this influences the screening of the electrostatic repulsion of the negatively charged phosphate backbone. Especially in 3D DNA origami structures a certain minimum concentration of divalent Mg^2+^ is necessary for correct folding. The effect of charge screening is also important for hierarchical assembly or conformational changes of 3D DNA origami as demonstrated for DNA base‐stacking assemblies[10b](#anie201911795-bib-0010b){ref-type="ref"} and DNA base‐pairing interactions.[19](#anie201911795-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} We therefore anticipated that also supramolecular host/guest‐mediated 3D DNA origami assemblies are highly cation dependent. Indeed, at lower \[Mg^2+^\] the *X̄~n~* decreases for all HG densities. Supracolloidal polymerization of 9 and 18‐HG origamis is completely absent at 1 m[m]{.smallcaps} Mg^2+^ (Figure [4](#anie201911795-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} a) and can be modulated over a wide range of *X̄~n~*. In contrast, 36 connector origami structures are less sensitive to changes of the ionic strength and high *X̄~n~* result also at 1 m[m]{.smallcaps} Mg^2+^. In fact, for 27 and 36‐HG origamis, there is no lower cation concentration which prevents supracolloidal assembly since dissolution of colloids occurs at too low salinity before the suppression of assembly. The removal of salt from already formed 18‐HG origami fibrils leads to disassembly into short oligomers and monomers and with resupply of magnesium ions the initial *X̄~n~* can be restored (Figure [4](#anie201911795-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} b). These results underscore important principles for designing switchable host/guest interactions in the future, as many switchable host/guest interactions do not switch fully between *K* ~a~=0 and high *K* ~a~, but rather exhibit a high *K* ~a~ and a low *K* ~a~.[20](#anie201911795-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} We suggest that, in case of multivalent interactions, a balance between electrostatic repulsion and *K* ~a~ needs to be found to have efficient switching.

![Influence of the Mg^2+^ concentration the nanofibril length. Origami concentration is 20 n[m]{.smallcaps}. a) *X̄~n~* for the four connector densities after 1 h of assembly time. The *X̄~n~* increases with increasing \[Mg^2+^\]. b) Reducing the \[Mg^2+^\] results in disassembly of 18‐HG origami fibrils. After resupply of \[Mg^2+^\] the initial *X̄~n~* can be restored. c) TEM images show fibril lengths for 18‐HG origami cuboids at different \[Mg^2+^\]. Scale bars 250 nm.](ANIE-59-5515-g004){#anie201911795-fig-0004}

To demonstrate the programmable nature of 3D DNA origami structures as colloidal building blocks, we also investigated bi‐particulate supracolloidal copolymerization, again as function of the density of host/guest units (Figure [5](#anie201911795-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}). As known from step‐growth polymerization in molecular systems, it is important to achieve control over the stoichiometry to reach high degrees of "conversion of functional groups". Therefore, we split the solution of docking‐strand‐modified cuboids in two batches and functionalized each batch on both sides either with Adm‐ssDNA or βCD‐ssDNA. This allows exactly the same cuboid concentration to be maintained in both batches. Subsequently, both batches can be mixed together in different ratios. As expected, the *X̄~n~* reaches a maximum in a mixture of 50:50 host:guest type cuboids, while the individual cuboids do not show any fibril formation. Similar to above, the 1D fibrils of cuboids with higher functionalization density show a higher *X̄~n~*. Unbalanced mixtures show reduced *X̄~n~* originating from integration of the species present in lower concentration and end capping of the growing nanofibrils by the cuboid being present in excess. The overall *X̄~n~* of the 50:50 supracolloidal copolymerizations is lower than the AB Janus system originating presumably from a reduced probability of collision of two fitting origami.

![Supracolloidal copolymerization of H~2~ and G~2~ origami. a) Influence of the ratio of Host (H~2~)‐origami versus Guest (G~2~)‐origami on *X̄~n~* as a function of multivalency. b) Negatively stained TEM image represent origami fibrils consisting of 18‐H~2~ and 18‐G~2~ origami in a 50:50 mixture. c) Negatively stained TEM image of origami fibrils consisting of 18‐H~2~ and 18‐G~2~ origami in the indicated ratios. Assembly time 1 h and \[Mg^2+^\]=10 m[m]{.smallcaps}. Total origami concentration 20 n[m]{.smallcaps}. Scale bar 250 nm.](ANIE-59-5515-g005){#anie201911795-fig-0005}

In conclusion we have shown for the first time that 3D DNA origami structures can be assembled using relatively weak host/guest supramolecular interactions (with respect to the operating particle concentration) by exploiting multivalency effects due to geometric confinement of the interacting species in patch volumes giving rise to chelate cooperativity. The highly defined and localized interaction patches support multivalent binding and greatly enhance the total binding strength of the supramolecular interactions even at low origami concentrations. In our system, the degree of polymerization of the resulting supracolloidal fibrils can be tuned by the number of connector pairs on the cuboids, the assembly time, and the electrostatic repulsion. Formed assemblies can be reversibly disassembled by modulating the ionic strength or can be disassembled by addition of high concentrations of competing guest molecules. Supracolloidal polymerizations can be conducted from a single Janus‐type building blocks (A--B) leading to perfect stoichiometry and the longest fibrils, or by copolymerization of two building blocks (A~2~/B~2~), in which the *X̄~n~* is highly dependent on the ratio of origami structures. We believe that 3D DNA origami offers fascinating possibilities for nanometer‐precise patch generation on nanoparticles enabling further in‐depth studies of cooperative binding events of different supramolecular binding motifs.

The principles should be widely applicable to other types of supramolecular interactions allowing for a cross‐fertilization at the interface of supramolecular chemistry, 3D DNA origami, and colloid science. Given the large amount of switchable interactions known for cyclodextrin‐based inclusion complexes (or other type of supramolecular interactions), new switching methods can for instance be encoded for DNA origami that may not be accessible easily using classical DNA‐based methods.
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